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Why Count Fish? 
 
According to the Constitution of the New England Aquarium Dive Club, one of 
the purposes of the club is to “Further advance the protection of the aquatic 
environment.”  Over the years, the club has done this through various 
methods:  beach clean up, education and the great annual fish count.  In fact, 
our club sponsors one of the largest one day fish counts in the world.  To 
accomplish this task, the NEADC has partnered with the Reef Environmental 
Education Foundation (REEF). 
 
REEF was founded out of a growing concern for the health of the marine 
environment.  Their desire was to provide the recreational diving community 
with an opportunity to contribute to the understanding and protection of marine 
populations.  REEF’s fish counts allow the recreational dive community to 
provide data that scientists are able to use to better protect marine life. 
 
Rick Rosa, president of the NEADC, notes that fish counts encourage divers 
to learn about what they are seeing when they dive and when people learn 
more about the environment, they will want to protect it.  By combining 
educational programs at the NEADC with the annual fish count, we not only 
help people learn about the marine environment but help scientists better 
protect that environment.  
 
Maura Keane, Environmental Officer, says that the reason the NEADC 
sponsors this event is the hope that club members will continue to do surveys 
throughout the year and not just at this one event.  She says, “sometimes 
people just need to see how easy it is to do and then they can incorporate it 
into their regular dive routine.  Several of our club members consistently 
submit fish counts to REEF and they did their first count at the GAFC.” 
 
Program manager, Joy Marzolf, supports the effort by scheduling speakers 
annually who explain how to identify species properly.  This year Ted Maney 
will present Fish and Invertebrate Identification at the Club meeting on 
Wednesday, June 17th, 2015, 6:30 pm.  If that is not enough, she has 
coordinated two webinars with Janna Nicols of REEF (see below). 
 
Dan Sprague, Shore Dive Officer, is looking for dive site coordinators for the 
GAFC,. He can be reached at shoredive@neadc.org.  To volunteer for the 
event, please contact Maura Keane at environmental@neadc.org. 
 

DON’T WAIT, REGISTER NOW! 

This is a large event that requires coordination so that we can cover the 
largest number of sites.  To be eligible for prizes (did we forget to mention the 
great prizes given away each year?) you MUST register in advance at 
www.neadc.org/gafc_/gafc_registration.php. 

NEADC 

Monthly Meetings 
General Meetings 

Third Wednesday of each month 
at 6:30 PM in the  

NEAq Harborside Learning Lab 
 

Please come and join us! 
 

Meetings are filled with great 
diving information.  We feature 
fabulous guest speakers and we 
learn where other members have 
been diving. 
 
Also, only members present at 
the meeting are eligible to win a 
hands on aquarium experience! 
 
June 17, 2015 
Ted Maney 
Fish and Invertebrate 
Identification 
 
July 15, 2015 
Andrew J. Martinez 
Diving in the Philippines 
 
GAFC 
July 18, 2015 
Stage Fort Park 
Great Prizes for those who 
submit a survey. 
Registration required at 
www.neadc.org 
 
Annual Fish Rescue 
Sept. 26, 2015 Fort Wetherill 
 

40th Anniversary Party 
November 6, 2015 6:30 PM 
New England Aquarium 
Tickets on Sale at  
www.neadc.org 

 

REEF Fishinars—Instructor: Janna Nicols of REEF 

Get a Backbone! Common Invertebrates of NE, July 14th 8:00 PM EST 
New England’s Finest Fishinar, July 16th 8:00 PM EST 
You must register in advance by going to the NEADC website. 



My Adventure in Cave Training 
By: Jonathan Bird 
 
Over the past few seasons of Jonathan Bird’s Blue World production, we have done several segments in cenotes 
and blue holes in Mexico and the Bahamas.  At first, I didn't have much interest in this kind of stuff.  After all, I'm a 
marine life guy.  I would much rather play with sharks than crawl through a shipwreck or film stalactites.  On the 
other hand, the more I saw of the amazing underground world in caves, the more fascinated I became.  A couple 
years ago I started thinking it was about time to get cave certified so I would be able to venture further into the 
most beautiful parts of the caves. 

 

Cave diving is considered an extreme sport because of the obvious danger of being in an 
overhead environment--no way to get to the surface for air in an emergency.  In the scuba 
diving world, if you are in a cave yet you can still see the light from the opening, or if the 
cave is only half full of water so you can surface and breathe, you are not technically cave 
diving, but cavern diving.  Most of the segments we have done on Blue World where we are 
filming in a “cave” were technically, by scuba standards, caverns, not full 
caves.   Furthermore, being the host of a TV show does have advantages--when our team 
shows up to film, we always have local experts helping us out.  Whenever we are filming in 
a fragile cave-like environment, we have a cave instructor with us who serves as our 
guide.  Not only does he or she make sure we get the shots we need, but also makes sure 
we get back out! 
 
 
 

In my travels I have heard about awesome caves here and there, mostly in the Bahamas, but also in the Yucatan, 
that require full cave certification.  No way you are going to convince a cave instructor to take you in there without 
a cave certification.  So it really was time for me to get that certification. 
 

Full cave certification is sort of like the black belt of scuba diving.  It's among the most difficult and intense training 
a scuba diver will ever undertake.  And there is a reason why--the consequences of an accident can be fatal.  But 
surprisingly, the sport is statistically pretty safe, especially for trained cave divers who follow the rules.  I wanted 
to be one of those divers.  I also wanted to be trained by the best, so I called Brian Kakuk of Bahamas 
Underground.  He is a world-renown American cave explorer living on the island of Abaco in the Bahamas.  No 
coincidence that  Abaco is home to what is probably the world's most exquisite submerged cave system.  Brian's 
passion is to protect this cave system.  He is in the process of working with the Bahamian government to get the 
whole system protected as a national park.  Throughout Brian's career he has been a Navy diver, cave explorer, 
technical dive supervisor, and dive safety coordinator on dozens of films, including a few you may have seen, like 
Into the Blue, The Cave, and all the Pirates of the Caribbean Hollywood films.  And yes, he knows Johnny Depp. 
 

I asked Brian if he would train me as a cave diver, and allow us to film it as a Blue World segment.  He was 
game.  But not only would I need to learn cave diving, I would also need to learn a special kind of diving 
called sidemount.  Obviously, cave diving requires redundant air sources—typically double tanks.  Conventional 
cave divers wear their “doubles” on their backs.   But when you wear them on your back, you can't fit into small 
openings (called restrictions) in the cave.  Because the caves where Brian teaches have so many restrictions that 
are not backmount friendly, he only teaches in sidemount configuration.  Sidemount is when you wear your tanks 
on your sides, just under your arms.  As you swim along horizontally in the water, the tanks float along beside 
you.  It sounds weird, but it's actually comfortable, and much easier to use in the water than backmount tanks. 
 

Brian invited me to take his "Zero to Hero" class, which actually consists of 4 classes in one.  You start out a Zero 
on the first day (open water certified).  You progress through Cavern certified, Introduction to Cave certified, 
Apprentice Cave, then finally Full Cave.  This training 
would take 8 days minimum.  (In my case, because we 
also had to add in the sidemount training, it ended up 
being 9 days.)   
 

To film the training as a Blue World episode, I took 
along a crew, including Pierre Séguin (surface 
cameraman) and “Cameraman Todd” Kelly (underwater 
cameraman).  Todd is already Cave certified, but just 
like me, Todd had never dove sidemount configuration, 
so he had some training to do as well.   
 

All photos in this article are copyrighted by Jonathan Bird and used by 
permission, they may not be copied without the author’s permission. 
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My Adventure in Cave Training Continued From Page 2 

On the first day, Todd and I spent some time sorting out all that new sidemount gear we had purchased.  At his 
shop, Brian helped us adjust, fit and customize all the stuff we had to wear including the the sidemount 
harnesses, etc.  Once we had everything rigged, we had some classroom time with lots of theory and rules, and 
we went outside where Brian taught me some basic line handling techniques and rules. 
 

Brian started us out by getting our trim adjusted and demonstrating a few sidemount techniques.  Then we both 
had to pass a rigorous series of tests designed to evaluate our buoyancy skills.  Unlike caves in some other 
places, the caves on Abaco are absolutely full of fragile formations, and poor buoyancy control was absolutely not 
acceptable.  One of the exercises involved putting my hands behind my back, swimming up to a structure and 
gently touching the tip of my nose to it, then swimming backwards away from it.  It had to be done 5 times in a 
row with feet only, no hands.  I also had to practice point turns over a specified place with my hands behind my 
back while holding a constant depth. 
 

Next I had to perform some of the line drills I had learned on land.  Then I had to do them blindfolded.  Working 
underwater without being able to see gives a whole new appreciation for visibility, even bad visibility.  I also had 
to be able to flood and clear a mask completely upside down, which isn’t really that hard when you think about it.  
Instead of holding the top of your mask and blowing the water out the bottom, you do it the other way around, 
holding the bottom of your mask against your face, and blowing it out the top. 
 

After our morning at the quarry we finally got to 
head over to Dan’s Cave.  There are over 5 
miles of passages that Brian has mapped in 
Dan’s cave, but for the first two days, I would 
only see the cavern zone.  We could go as far 
back as the “stop sign” which is placed at the 
limit of light penetration from the opening.  The 
first two days of my training, I would be earning 
my cavern diver certificate, so I was learning 
everything from the point of view of a cavern 
course.  I found this a little confusing because 
first I learned one set of rules (cavern rules) 
then we changed them as I went into the Intro to 
Cave class, and so on.  Every time I had the 
rules memorized, they changed.  So when the 
Full Cave final exam came, I had to be sure not to 
get all the different rules confused. 
 

Brian was relentless in quizzing me and making sure I understood everything.  He also wouldn’t let me “cheat” on 
any of the exercises or gear requirements.  At one point we noticed that one of my brand spanking new backup 
lights had flooded just before we were about to start a dive.  Even though between the three of us we still had 10 
(!) lights (because Todd had 5 if you count the video lights), I would not have my minimum 3 lights, so we had to 
stop everything, take our gear off, run up to the van and grab another spare.  Brian continually stressed that cave 
diving is actually really safe when you follow the rules, and almost all of the cave diving deaths are people either 
skirting the rules, or not knowing them in the first place--improper training. 
 

Much of the classroom training was entirely new material for me, like how to use line markers, how to calculate 
dissimilar tank turn-around pressures, cave-specific hand signals and line navigation.  I learned about how caves 
are formed, what types of sediment are the most likely to create silt, some basic cave survey techniques, the list 
goes on and on!  But then there was a lot of review—stuff that I knew once, but the review showed how much of it 
I had forgotten, like using the dive tables to calculate repetitive dive profiles. 
 

We started each day in Brian’s office/classroom with his dog Otis sitting on the couch listening intently to the 
lectures with me.  Then we would head out to his shop and configure some gear.  There was usually an exercise 
each day outside in the yard--usually involving me, blindfolded, trying to navigate using a guideline, or learning to 
tie line tie-offs blind.  Later in the day we ended up at Dan's Cave where we did underwater training.  These were 
long days, 12 hours minimum.  And Brian didn't take it easy on me because I'm such a nice guy.  No, if I wanted 
to graduate, I would need to be able to do everything right and remember all the rules. 
 

My favorite stuff was the in-water training.  For whatever reason, I really enjoyed the challenge of trying to do 
something I had mastered in air or underwater with zero visibility.  On every dive Brian would at some point come 
up and make the hands-over-his-eyes sign that meant I had to close my eyes.  (“If you cheat, you are only 
cheating yourself.” He would say.)  Normally he would do this kind of thing with the lights off, and sometimes we 
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My Adventure in Cave Training Continued From Page 3 

did.  But other times Todd needed to film it so we needed lights on.  I would clench my eyes shut tightly so there 
was no question they were closed, and go about the exercise.  We practiced everything in the dark, starting with 
simple things like just following the guideline out of the cave.  Then it got harder one of us would be out of air and 
breathing from the other’s “long hose” spare second stage.  Then we would swap and the other would be out of 
air.  Then it would involve restrictions.  Then it involved more complex navigation off the main line.  Then there 
were lost line drills, which were the most challenging.  Brian would shut the lights off and spin me around and 
around so I had no idea which way was which.  He also swam me off away from the line.  Then he just plopped 
me on the bottom.  My job was to find something to serve as a reference, tie a spool onto it and go out in a radius 
from that point until I found the line.  One time, it took me nearly 20 minutes to find the main line again.  Let me 
tell you, that will make you think long and hard about ever allowing yourself to lose the line in the first place! 

 

Another fun exercise was the free-flowing regulator drill.  Brian would swim up to me in the middle of a dive 
(always without warning) and just push the purge button on my regulator and hold it, venting my precious air at a 
shocking rate.  My job was to change regs to the other tank, shut down the free-flowing reg, assess the situation, 
and then cautiously switch back to the freeflowing reg and breathe from it while “feathering” the valve to minimize 
the air loss.  This is a drill that is only taught in sidemount because of the accessibility of the tank valves. 
 

Speaking of swapping regs, that was one skill I got a lot of practice with.  Proper sidemount technique involves 
switching back and forth between tanks every 300 PSI or so, not only to keep the tanks balanced from left to 
right, but making sure that you always have a similar amount of backup gas in both tanks for emergencies.  
Quickly swapping and stowing regs doesn’t sound hard, but doing it while holding lights and a reel, maintaining 
perfect buoyancy at the same time takes some practice to be smooth and quick--especially when you are one 
handed with a camera.  “Building muscle memory,” Brian would say, “is the key to being able to do it quickly.” 
 

By the end of the training, pretty much nothing bothered me.  Virtually anything that was thrown at me was 
something I had practiced over and over.  Out of air?  Reg free-flowing?  Visibility gone?  Lost the line?  No 
problem.  I had become extremely self-sufficient and easily the best diver I have ever been.  Then there was the 
matter of the final exam.  The hardest part was an essay where I explained every single consideration in planning 
and executing a cave dive into the “Badlands” section of Dan’s cave.  Afraid I would leave something important 
out, I spent more than 90 minutes typing the essay up.  The final took a little over 3 hours.  But I passed and 
Brian declared me a cave diver.  It was exciting, rewarding and fun! 
 

But the adventure wasn't over.  Because now, you see, as a trained cave diver, Brian allowed me to take my 
camera into the cave.  (Can you imagine me diving for nine days with no camera?  Good grief!)  We started in the 
larger, easier sections of Dan's Cave, where we did some great filming with Brian backlighting the formations to 
make them pop.  We didn't have time for this kind of photography during the training.  Mostly, Todd was just 
following us around filming all the crazy training exercises Brian was doing with me.  But now, we could get more 
creative, light things better, and focus on what makes these beautiful caves so special. 
 

Once Brian was satisfied that I could handle my 
big Gates housing in the cave and the camera 
wasn't messing with my buoyancy, he agreed to 
let us film the Holy Grail of Caves:  Ralph's 
Cave!  (Now, I know what you are 
thinking!  Ralph's Cave--that doesn't sound very 
exciting.  I have to agree, it needs a better 
name.  Like Crystal Cave, or The Most Amazing 
Cave in the World, or something like 
that.)  Anyway, this cave is full of the most 
delicate crystal formations I have ever 
seen.  Brian describes it as swimming into a 
chandelier, and that about sums it up.  My 
ultimate goal was to film the insanely beautiful 
and fragile Glass Factory room where we would 

see formations that Brian calls "Frozen Rain."  We went first with no cameras to get a feel for the place.  The next 
day we went back with the cameras.  And I'm proud to say we didn't break a thing.   
 

The only problem is that now I want to go back and do more cave filming, more cave exploring.  When I first got 
into this, I told myself there was nothing interesting to film in caves and I wasn’t that interested.  I might have even 
believed it.  Well, that is long gone.  There is no question now that I have been bitten by the cave diving bug and 
there’s no turning back.  I’ll be back to Abaco to dive with Brian again because those beautiful caves are calling! 
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Getting That Shot: Tips for Shooting In Low Visibility 

by: Ryan King 
 
Underwater photography in New England is a labor of love, an 
exercise in humility, and, at times, downright frustrating. We’ve all 
heard the stories, and even seen a few pictures, of dives into gin 
clear New England waters that abound with seals, schools of fish, 
and full views of entire shipwrecks laying out on the sea floor 
below us. While those days do exist, they’re not the norm, and 
many of those images and even some of those stories, are artfully 
massaged by post processing to great effect. There are many 
factors that impact visibility, from waves and winds, seasonal 
plankton growth, number of divers in the water, to bottom 
conditions. The reality is, on a good day, we’ll be able to see 20’ to 
30’. On a bad day, if you can’t see your fins as you try to put them 
on, it might be a good time to consider going to get breakfast 
instead of diving. However, if you absolutely “have to dive”, there 
are some tricks that may help ensure that you have a couple of 
shots to show for all your effort. 
 
Plan your dive and match your camera to the site and conditions 
The importance of planning your dive goes without saying, but with your camera you’ll want to take it one step 
further. Develop a plan for what shots you hope to get and plan your camera and site selection to match that. 
Hopefully, at this point in your diving career you take the time to check the weather before deciding when and 
where you are going to dive.. Whether or not you have a DSLR with multiple lenses and ports or a point & shoot, 
making sure that you have the right tool for the job can go a long way to ensuring that you get some usable shots. 
 
Take some time to do a bit of research on the site.  Which way does it face? What have the seas been doing the 
last few days? The NOAA weather forecasts and buoy reports along with fishweather.com (there is an app for 
your phones) are great resources. Is the tide going to be incoming or outgoing? In general, incoming tides, tend 
to bring better visibility. What is the bottom composition? Keep in mind, the finer the particles, the slower they will 
settle. Even on the nasty days you may be able to get some great shots with your macro setup. But if you get that 
perfect day, you don’t want to lose out by not having the right lenses, strobes, or plan. 
 

Choose your Subject Carefully 
Choosing your subject is always important, but it’s even more so when 
the visibility is poor. These are the days when I tend to choose solid, 
high contrast subjects on a solid background such as; anemones, 
nudibranchs, whelks and sea stars as they are excellent options when 
the visibility is poor. 
 
Avoid trying to shoot into the water column as particles will likely result 
in the “blizzard” effect. Backscatter is much less obvious when the 
background is a bit busier. If you absolutely must shoot into the water 
column, use a higher shutter speed, larger aperture and angle your 
strobe(s) so that they are pointed at or in front of the subject so they 
don’t throw any light into the background (more on this later). If your 
camera doesn’t have the ability to set the aperture or shutter speed, 

play around with the ISO (the level of sensitivity to light) to see if you get any improvement. We don’t have time to 
cover the delicate balance between ISO, aperture, and shutter speed but suffice to say, if you can’t control them 
manually, your camera will adjust them automatically to make sure enough light gets to the sensor. However, this 
may not yield the best results. Take some time to test out different settings and then review the camera info when 
you download the images. With a bit of testing you should be able to expand the range of backgrounds and 
subject you can shoot in low visibility. 
 
“ 
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Getting That Shot, Continued From Page 5 

Think Close, Now Get Closer 
Once you’ve chosen a subject, get as close as your camera, the subject, 
and conditions will allow. Be careful not to get too close, but this is not 
the time to be using the zoom feature on your camera. With so many 
high megapixel cameras on the market, we often crop in our editing 
software instead of getting closer and filling the frame with the subject. 
While this is a great trick when the visibility is good, it doesn’t work when 
the visibility is poor. Bring the camera to the subject, not the other way 
around. Remember, more water between your camera and the subject 
means more particles to scatter light. Try using the macro settings (it’s 
usually the flower icon) on your camera. This is where compact cameras 
really shine. In many cases you will get closer than your friend with their 

fancy camera. The big limiting factor is your ability to light to the subject with your strobe(s). Take some time to 
find the balance between what your minimum focus distance and minimum lighting distance is, then stay as close 
to that as possible. This would also be a good time to add a small focus light to your camera setup to ensure that 
you get crisp focus. 
 
Light Sparingly 
At this point, you’re committed, you’ve set up your camera, you’ve chosen a subject, 
now, you need to light the subject without highlighting the backscatter that is surely 
there. These dives are often dark so our first instinct is to add more light. However, 
much like turning on your high beams during a blizzard this will actually make things 
worse. In this situation, it is essential to use minimal, focused light.  Consider, turning 
up the ISO a bit on your camera, use a larger aperture to reduce the depth of field, 
move your strobes in close, turn them down low, and angle them so that they angle 
in from the side and see what you get. As we discussed earlier, turning up the ISO 
increases the sensitivity of the sensor, which may require less light. Using a larger 
aperture, which is actually a lower number (I know it’s confusing.), will reduce the 
depth of field, area of the image and background that is in focus, and can help to 
keep the amount of backscatter in focus to a minimum. 
 
Using strobes will result in backscatter, the key is to limit the amount you will have to deal with by reducing the 
amount of light thrown by moving them close and turning them down low. Keep in mind, that light bounces off at 
the same angle it strikes an object. Light thrown from strobes pointed perpendicular to the lens will likely bounce 
directly back into the lens. Light from strobes that are pointed closer to parallel to the lens will likely bounce of to 
the side, which should result in less backscatter. Take some time to move your strobes around and find an angle 
that works best. 
 

After the dive 
No matter how good, or bad, the images look on our camera display, 
we never really know what we have until we’re home with the gear 
washed and the images downloaded to the computer. Often, what we 
saw on our screen looks a bit different than the image on our computer 
monitor. At this point you need to “know when to fold ‘em” and just 
delete any image that makes you cringe. If there are any that look 
salvageable play with the contrast, exposure and crop judiciously. I 
know earlier I said don’t crop but what I meant was don’t plan on 
cropping. If you have to do it afterward, to salvage something, go for it. 
If you have Lightroom or Photoshop, try using “radial filters,” which will 
allow you to focus your adjustments on certain areas. Finally, you don’t 
have to show every image. If you don’t have anything you’re happy 
with, there will always be a next time. 

 
It would be great to give you a foolproof solution for shooting in low visibility but, unfortunately, that’s nearly 
impossible. Hopefully, if you find yourself on a dive with poor visibility , these tips will help you get more out of that 
dive than simply a story about all the cool stuff you saw. Good luck and happy shooting. 
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All photos in this article are copyrighted by Ryan King and used by 
permission, they may not be copied without the author’s permission. 
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Central Wharf, Boston, MA  02110 

NEADC 40th Anniversary Party 
 

The dive club has rented the New England Aquarium for its exclusive use on 
the night of November 6, 2015.  Come and share dive stories with former and 
current NEADC members while enjoying the exhibits up close without any 
crowds! 
 
Dinner is included and there is a cash bar. 
 
Buy your tickets now as space is limited and tickets are selling fast! 
To get your ticket, you can purchase them on-line by accessing brownpaper-
tickets through the club’s website or at the next club meeting or event. 
 
Tickets are $55 through brown paper tickets or $50 at a club meeting.  
 
When: November 6, 2015  6:30 PM—9:30 PM 
Where: New England Aquarium 
How: neadc40th.brownpapertickets.com or www.neadc.org 


